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Rectangular Cartesian co-ordinate
S Ris.

Let OX, Or, OZ be threc mutually perpendicular straight lincs
in spacc.

Clearly they are th lincs of
intersection of three pairs of planes
XOY, XOZ; XOY, YOZ; ZOX, Z0Y
respectively. Let P be any point
in space. From P draw P2 per- *
pendicular to the XOY plane. From
draw QM and QN perpendiculars
to OY and OX respectively.
ON, N0, OP are the distances of thepoint P from the planes YOZ, XOZ,
XOY respectively.

Plx,y.zl

ZM
Then

These distances are called the x, y, z co-ordinates of the point Pand we write it as P(x, y, 2). It is interesting to note that theco-ordinates of the foot, 2, of the perpendicular from P(x, y, z) tothe XOY plane in two-dimensions are (x, y).
The lines OX, OY, OZ are called the co-ordinate axes; O is calledthe origin of co-ordinates and the planes YOZ, ZOX, XOY are calleddthe x, Jy, z co-ordinate planes respectively.
If OX, OY, 0Z are not mutually perpendicular, then we call-themoblique axes. Unless otherwise stated, we use only rectangular axes.
Co-ordinates of a point on any one of the axes.
() If the point is on the x-axis, then clearly the y- and z-coordinates of the point will be zero, that is, the co-ordinates of the pointwill be of the type (x, 0, 0)

() Similarly, the co-ordinates of any point on the y-axis are ofthe type (0, y, 0).

(iii) Last!y, the co-ordinates of any point on the z-axisare of the.type (0, 0, z).. rniiei



Cylindrical polar Co-ordinates

Let P be any point in space.
the XOY plane. Let P be (x, y, 2) in
rectangular Cartesian co-ordinates.

Then PC=z.
Join O and 0.
Let O0=p and 2XOQ=P.
Then (P, 9, 2) are called the

cylindrical polar coordinates of P.
z is taken positive as long as F

is above the XOY plane (on the side
of 02) and z is negative if P be
below the XOY plane on the oppo-
site side of OZ.

From P draw P2 perpendicular to

Z

N

M

P is essentially positive and p varies from 0.to 27T measured in the
direction OX to OY.

Relations between cylindrical and rectangular co-ordinates of a
point.

From O draw QM and QN parallel to OY and OX respectively.

OM=* and ON=y.Then
We have X=PcOs? and y= Psinp and z=z.

and =tan-12

Hence (x, y, 2)=(Pcoso, Psin°, z)

and (P, 9, 2)=V+, tan-1



Spherical polar Co-ordinatees

Let P be any point (x, y, z) in
rectangular Cartesianco-ordinates.

Join O and P.
Let OP=r and LZOP==0.

From P draw PQ perpendicular
to the plane of XOY.

Then

Pir 6,o)

PQ=2.
Join O and Q.N

Let LXOQ=.
Then (r, 0, ) are called the

spherical polar coordinates of P.
Here we shall assume that r is

a lways positive.

the

varies from 0 to n and is taken positive if measured from OZ to
XOY plane.

varies from 0 to 2t and is taken positive if measured from
to OY.

OX

Relations between spherical polar and rectangular coordinates of apoint.
a.

From Q draw QM and ON parallel to OY and OX respectively.
Then OM=x and ON=y:

OM=0cosp and ON=00sin°;alsoZPOQ= .
o0-OPcos-)-sin,

and P-OPsin-)=rcos.
Hence x= OM=0Qcosp =rsinecoso,y ON==00sinp=rsin®sin9,

2=PQ=rcose..x+y=r?sin*0(cosp+sin?o) =r^sin°0
x2+y+z2=r2sin?0-4+r*cos?e=2and

Therefore r=V+y+,
tane Vx+ya and tanp=



Hence (x, P, z)=(rsin@coso, rsinosino, rcose)

,0, p)= V+y42, tan-1 V**+ tan-iand tan-
L_.

are the mutual relations between the rectangular and spherical
coordinates of a point in space.



To find the distance of the point (x,

y, z) from origin
Let Pbe the point {x. y, ). Join

and P FromP draw P perpen
dicular on XOY plane. Then P=
and PO is perpendicular to every
line in the XOY plane; consequently
PQLOQ

Through 2 draw QM perpendi-
ar to the axis of x.

Join O and Q.
Then OM=x and QM=y.
From right angled triangle OMO
o03=OMQM2=4J
Again from right angled triangle

00P OP=yO0+PO

Hence OP=Va+*+

This is the required distance.



Distance between two points

h co-ordnates of the poiats P
B Tespectively.

Fram P and draw PM and
ONperpendicnlars on the XOY
Dlzne. So PH ION end

2222

PMLN, ONIMN.
Clerly

opians 25 PM i ON.
Thea PH= and QN=
Therespectirevi

P M, and Q are

Nlx2,2,0)
points M and N are

Mxy1,0espectely ( 3nd (theTO-dimensional space
i be plane fomOna

space

AA={-+-h by Co-ordinate Geometry oftwo

X

imensions.
Further, draw PR perpendicular to QN. Now in the plane PMNR,

PR and N are perpeadicular to QN. So PR1 MN.



Thus PMNR is a rectangle and so RN=PM=71

esOR=QN-RN=21-PM=i2-7Then
From right angled triangle PRQ,

PQ=PR+QR= MN4 QR=(t-X1}"+01-}+(-2)

Hence P=V-x)+0»-)"+(F-71
********.

PQ= V-*+i-Y+(-J.
This is the required distance.


